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Team Summary
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How we demonstrate FIRST Philosophies and Core Values
Robot Design & CAD
Programming

We are a fourth year FIRST Tech Challenge team representing Willis High
School in Willis ISD.

We officially meet three days a week, but often work all five days after
school. 

We have 9 team members total, however our daily attendance averages
6 to 7. 

Our team members participate in a variety of different academic, UIL 
programs, and other extracurriculars such as JROTC, NHS, and One Act
Play.

We are very active in our efforts to educate our school and local
community about the benefits of FIRST for students, not only with STEM
skills, but also real-world skills like goal setting, organization, time
management, people skills, and public speaking.

Things that we do well and would like to showcase are:



FIRST
PHILOSOPHIES &

CORE VALUES



FIRST Philosophies Core Values

Discovery: Of our nine members, three have not participated in FTC
robotics before. With the help of our returning members, our new team
members have been able to freely explore new skills necessary for all
stages of the engineering process.

Innovation: We have become much better at planning and problem
solving this year. With so many new members, we have new ways of
solving problems and are able to creatively combine these ideas to create
a successful robot.

Impact: This year our team has worked hard to support other FIRST
programs in Willis have fun and be successful. We frequently reach out to
the elementary and middle school levels to inspire their creativity. 

Inclusion: We welcome all students, of all abilities, walks of life, knowledge
and skill levels. Everyone needs to find their place in this world, and we
love to have you on our team.

Teamwork: Teamwork is an important part of robotics. We have struggled
with communication in past years, but have found ourselves putting aside
our differences to work towards the common goal of being successful this
year in robotics. 
 
Fun: In robotics we work to make our environment as enjoyable and
productive as possible. 
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MISSION
STATEMENT &

TEAM GOAL



Mission Statement
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According to the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, STEM occupations in
the United States are expected to increase by 8% between 2019 and
2029.

Our purpose is to help inspire and prepare the students of Willis ISD
for these careers. We seek to engage students to become science and
technology leaders not just in high school, but in every pursuit
thereafter.

To achieve this, Willis ISD is starting the FIRST Robotics program with
challenges at every grade level span that builds capacity for 21st
century skills in students from year to year. Students will learn to
problem solve as a team engaging in the use of technology and
innovation to find solutions to each years' challenges.

Our Goal
Our goal is to develop a self-sustaining, student-led robotics program in
Willis that extends from elementary through grade 12.

Students in the program will grow in all areas of STEM. 

Students will work collaboratively in a safe environment to develop
solutions to this year's FIRST robotics challenge. We will uphold the
FIRST values of inclusion and innovation both on and off the
competition field. 



Team Goal
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Successfully deliver the wobble goal and park on the line during
autonomous
Successfully picking up and launching rings during driver
controlled.
Deliver both wobble goals over the wall and park on the line
during end game

Our goal as a fourth year team in the time of Covid feels as though
we a rookie team yet again. We have very few returning alumni, all of
whom are very busy with academic-, fine arts-, and sports related-
extracurriculars, or outside activities, add in to that some members
being remote while others are in-person, and it's been quite a year
with a skeleton crew.

For this year's Ultimate Goal challenge, our team's goal is to build a
robot that moves, that is able to successfully complete several game
tasks consistently to help support our alliance team during a match.

The game tasks we are going to focus on are:



TEAM BUDGET
and

SPONSORSHIPS



Team Budget
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A special Thank You to our generous sponsors both new
and returning...

 
Texas Workforce Commission (2020-2021), (2019-
2020), (2018-2019)
REV Robotics (2020-2021)
MacAllister Rentals (2020-2021)
MECO (2020-2021)
DDS Solidworks (2020-2021)- they have provided 25
full student software CAD licenses

Sponsors
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SUSTAINABILITY
PLAN



Since our founding in the 2017-2018 school year, Wildkat Robotiks
has been fortunate enough to receive grants to support our efforts
to establish and build a high school robotics program from Texas
Workforce Commission through FIRST in Texas (17-18, 18-19, 19-20,
20-21), DEKA Research & Development (17-18), Qualcomm (17-18),
and the WIllis Education Foundation (17-18).

 
This year, we have been given sponsorships and donations from
MECO, MacAllister Rentals, REV, and Texas Workforce Commission.
The Willis ISD CTE Department has also been very supportive of our
efforts to continue to grow the program and has been able to
provide some financial support in purchasing reusable items and
providing proper sanitation .

We have also introduced the idea of creating short instructional
videos over the basics of code, CAD, build, driving, and creating the
engineering notebook. We have begun planning out and recording
these in hope that they will provide support for new team members
in later years. 

Sustainability Plan
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TEAM BIOS



This is Owen’s first year in FIRST Robotics. He is a
member of our build team and is also a part of our
school’s JROTC team. Decided to join his brother
Isaac who is also in robotics. Team Whataburger
and enjoys gaming and cooking.

This is Dylan’s first year in FTC robotics. However,
he took a robotics class in middle school and has
experience. He is a part of build team and enjoys
taking electronics apart to better understand how
they work. Dylan is excited to meet and work with
new people and personalities this season as he is
someone who doesn’t typically stray from his
comfort zone.

Maddox has been a part of robotics for two years
now. While this is his first year as a part of our
school’s FTC team, he participated in FLL at the
middle school level. 

Team Bios

Freshmen
Owen Baker

Dylan Pickford

Maddox Whitehead
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Team Bios

Raimund Almeida

James Rogers
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Javier Banda

This is Raimund’s first year in robotics. He likes
internetworking, and coding along with playing
piano, and gaming.

Sophomores

James has been in various robotics programs
for four years, including FLL.  He is an Eagle
Scout, enjoys playing video games and D&D,
and watching Star Wars: Empire Strikes Back.
This year he would like to see our team go to
state. 

Javier is a second year roboticist and a key figure
in programming but helps problem solve in
building, too. He thinks that robotics challenges
him, but he will always give his best. When asked,
whether he prefers Whataburger or Chick-Fil-A,
he is Team Chick-Fil-A all the way.



Team Bios

Phoenix Decker
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Phoenix is part of our build team. Outside of
school, he enjoys making music and hanging
out with friends. This is his second year in
robotics and is hoping to use this year’s
challenge as an opportunity to improve his
engineering skills.

Sophomores



Team Bios

Isaac Cherry-Baker

Kendall Cobb
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Juniors

This is Isaac's third year in robotics. He is a part of
our coding team. He is excited to see how are team
does with this year's challenge. Isaac is also a part of
NHS and enjoys playing video games outside of
school.

This is Kendall's second year on our team. She is in
charge our notebook. She is excited to welcome
new members to the team this year and hopefully
be successful in this year's challenge. In her free
time Kendall is typically reading or out with friends.
She is also a member of NHS.



Team Bios

Ms. Hale

Mrs. Weaver

Mrs. Rogers
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Mentors & Coaches

Mrs. Weaver is a fourth year roboticist Coach and founding
member of Wildkat Robotiks at Willis High School. She
teaches Chemistry and helps all students, and other
members of her Science Department in any way she can.
When she has “me time”, she enjoys making jewelry, playing
video games, and reading. She feels the Ultimate Goal
challenge is interesting. She feels that the team needs to
work the most on communicating with each other
appropriately.

Ms. Hale is a third year roboticist coach but fourth year FIRST
volunteer. She teaches freshman biology, and is working on her
Master’s Degree in Curriculum & Instructional. She feels that
our team struggles with teamwork as many of our members
have not gotten to know each other well, yet. Her favorite show
to stream on Netflix is The Chilling Adventures of Sabrina.

Mrs. Rogers is a fourth-year roboticist coach/mentor and fifth
year FIRST volunteer. By day, she is the district Advanced
Academics Coordinator and works to support teachers and
students relating to  AP, DC, and College, Career, and Military
Readiness. In her spare time, she enjoys cooking, baking,
traveling, and spending time with family. Her goals for the team
are to progress, improve, and be successful.



RECRUITING,
OUTREACH, 

& COMMUNITY
EDUCATION



Outreach & Community Edu. 
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Our team seeks to promote the message of FIRST by being active in our
school and community. We participate in a number of campus and district
events along with being active on our team Twitter and Instagram. 

In November, our team got together to join the East Texas division State of
the Season Zoom. Here, we were able to join a conversation pertaining to
the uncertainty of this year’s FTC season due to Covid. 

For National STEM/STEAM day, our team created an informational video
explaining the importance of STEM. They also put together a resource page
with information and games to teach build, coding, and CAD for Willis ISD
students K-12.

Due to Covid, we were unable to meet with the middle school students
during their walk through of the high school campus. However we were able
to design and print several posters advertising FIRST and the Wildkat
Robotiks team along with opening the doors and windows of the teams
workroom to provide the students a glimpse at what our FTC team does. 

Three of our team members were given special permission to speak at one
of our campus’ team meetings to share a bit about FTC and the Wildkat
Robotiks program.

A member of our team visited the Cannan Ag Robotics team to help teach
programming skills for their upcoming competition at the Montgomery
County Fair which they later placed 3rd at.

This summer we plan on helping run the annual STEM summer camp for
elementary and middle school students in Willis ISD.



SOCIAL MEDIA



Social Media 
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Our Willis ISD robotics Twitter and Instagram are both

under the username @Wildkatrobotiks 

Our Highschool FTC team Twitter and Instagram are

@Wildkatrobotftc and @Wildkat_Robo_HS



ROBOT DESIGN



CAD



Plexiglass Siding
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CAD - Base Frame 
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Front View 

Side View

Top View

Overall View



CAD - Launcher/Shooter 
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Side view 

Front view

Top view

Isometric view



CAD - Complete
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Back view Front view

Side view Isometric view

Top view
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Final Bot Components

Shooter/Launcher

Base Frame & Arm
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Original Plans

(Bottom Right) Team member Phoenix Decker explaining to the team his
original plan and layout.



PROGRAMMING
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Code - Autonomous

Alpha

1 2 3
Bravo

1 2



Code - Autonomous

Charlie

1 2

3
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Code - Driver-Controlled



MEETING
SUMMARIES
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9/22/20 We played a hot potato ice breaker, then we reorganized the lab and
went and brought all of last season's FRC tools, power tools, robot and parts, up
from the auto lab.

9/23/20 Team building exercise where the group was broken into two man
teams. The went to different rooms with lego boxes. One group built a structure
and then communicated with the other team how to build their structure
exactly. They were not allowed see each others legos until the end. The
structures had to match color, shape, and placement of legos. Then they
switched roles and did it again.

9/30/20 Discussed which points to try for autonomous period. Agreed to focus
on parking on the launch line to begin with. Once we can successfully do this,
delivering the wobble goal is second priority for autonomous code. Sketch for
this arm was created and agreed upon by the group. Then began drawing the
robot's base and completed rings to 3D print in CAD. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

September Meetings
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10/6/20 Inventory 

10/8/20 In CAD, we attempted to flesh out the team's robot design and
determine appropriate sizes and proportions using measuring tools and calipers.
This will help us create a more accurate CAD drawing of the robot plan so that
the build team will be able to follow the plan. We also put in a work order request
to get REV Robotics website whitelisted so that we could have access to the REV
pieces CAD program files.

10/13/20 Inventory various parts including robot. Wires on robot were not
counted.

10/15/20 The team continued to inventory, some students goofed around

10/18/20 Inventory was worked on. First two rolling carts have been completed.
Because we need to see what all we have/need to purchase. 

10/20/20 Inventory was worked on. First two rolling carts have been completed.

10/21/20 Inventory

10/22/20 Inventory 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

October Meetings
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11/4/20 CAD had issues with Solidworks account verification. Completed inventory of REV
Starter Kit V3. Build team taped off field to prepare for autonomous code practice.  

11/10/20 Build team is organizing the far side of the room in order to make room to move the
field. Code team is working on the autonomous code. We needed a cad model and the room
must be clean.

11/12/20 CAD worked on building the robot, Programming made sure the code worked for
the old bot, and build helped clean the room

11/16/20 Team Discussion, expectation & consequences, moving forward - how to make
decisions, what wheels to use and what to make the shooter from, the fact that we need to
research, we also aired some grievances.

11/18/20 Made custom brackets in CAD due to motors being offset 60° on one side.
Measured and cut bars to begin building the frame for the robot. Taught new members how
to drive using last year's robot.

11/30/20 Friendsgiving - some building on the frame, some CAD drawing, but mostly eating &
games (HP Clue or Raspberry Pi or Switch)

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

November Meetings
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12/1/20 (Coding) We updated the FTC driver apps. (Cad) We were looking up parts on
the rev website. (Other) We were putting the white line on the field.

12/4/20 Phones would not connect and had to update at the beginning of the
meeting allowing the program team to teach new members the basics of code. We
were given our Angel student's wish list and began brainstorming for gifts. Notebook
and build also began on the construction of our recycled ornament for STUCO's
Christmas Tree.  

12/7/20 (Coding) We updated the FTC driver apps. (Cad) We were looking up parts on
the rev website. (Other) We were putting the white line on the field.

12/8/20 Today the team split into sub teams to complete their work. CAD began
drawing wheel mounts so that build can add them to the robot in the next meeting.
Build decided to go through and annotate the game manual in order to be well
versed in the rules and game play. Notebook also went through the requirements for
this year's notebook before beginning on meeting summaries.

12/10/21 Robert & Ryan worked on building the power shot for the field kit - they did
not use the directions and it was built backwards. James worked on CAD. Juliana
worked on CAD. Raimund, Javier, and Isaac worked on trying to find solutions for the
phones being out of date - it was suggested to use the new phones that came with
the new kit. They also worked  to solve issues with the new phones not being
initialized. Owen worked on mounting the motors to the frame.

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

December Meetings



January Meetings
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1/6/21 Cut bars to add the arm in the next meeting. Notebook created new
designs and continued to form the layout. 

1/7/21 Tested out the code on the old robot base & finish the stripping for the
left bumper. Attempted to attach the arm to the base of the robot. Creating a
work showing working functioning drivetrain in CAD; Took measurements with
calipers and measuring tape for intake drive. We need to strafing, wanted to test
the code to see if it would actually make the robot move. Finish the build in terms
of the arm. Building to drive train so we can actually move the robot. Measuring
the area for the intake drive is vital to make sure that we can design it in CAD
then build it correctly the first time in it functions properly

1/12/21 no attendance

1/14/21 Took yearbook photos and individual team member photos for the
team's engineering notebook. The build team is working with programming on
wiring and getting the bot to move. Last year, it was very difficult to organize
shots for the yearbook and also the team member shots for the notebook so we
waited until the last minute which was not ideal. 

1/21/21 Planned for the 8th grade visits next week. Students will not be able to
meet in the gym like usual so three members will meet in the team's classroom to
try and recruit new members. James is drawing a _ for the phones to be 3D
printed. He is also developing the shooter design while showing build team the
basic design in order to create the prototype. The phones are not able to update
so Mrs. Rogers reached out to the technology department to try and get around
the issue. Maddox worked at improving skills in Solidworks.

 
 
 



January Meetings
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1/25/21 Isaac learned how to record his screen in order to create lessons on
how to complete basic programming skills for future teams. Build re(considered?)
the weight distribution of the intake system after some issues. They then cut new
pieces to continue building the conveyor belt. 

1/26/21 Javier, Phoenix, and James brainstormed ideas for a combo intake and
shooter mechanism, as well as continued the build of it. They drew out ideas,
researched what others are doing and tried to come up with their own plan. We
looked at wheels on Andymark and REV to order for use on the intake & shooter.
We are stuck and at loss. We need a mentor with engineering background to
help us. We cannot just keep guessing, building, only to have to tear it apart and
start over. We are requesting help from Mr. Douglas, Mr. Hammond, and virtually
from Mr. Evans.

1/27/21 Kendall continued work on the notebook and created a google form for
team bios. Karl practiced coding. Maddox continued work practicing CAD. The
build team met with Mr. Douglas and Mr. Hammond to discuss robot plans and
design. They talked about working out details of the intake and shooting system
to make sure it will function properly before continuing to build. There is a google
docs with more information added to the team drive.

1/28/21  James is creating a case to mount the battery to the robot. The code
team was facing issues with strafing. The code was updated and tried. A front
wheel was slower than the rest, so we fixed that.

1/29/21  To plan for the upcoming tournaments, we decided to stay until 7 and
finish code and build. Code for driver control and the shooter was complete but
need to wait for the robot to be complete to be tested. Issac refreshed himself
on blocks code so that he can start making the videos for new members next
year. Two team members finished building the field.

 



2/1/21  Pickup and input systems were made

2/3/21 The side shooter design was changed to a drum shooter in order to
save space on the robot. A plexiglass/cardboard sheet will also be added as a
flat space for it to slide on. The conveyor belt design was finished and just
needs to be added to the robot. Notebook began creating team bios, but only
has 3 finished forms. Raimund also helped to clean and reorganize/label
drawers making the workroom much less overwhelming.

2/9/21 We worked on coding until our robot was testable, and we tested our
conveyer and shooter mechanism. We also are adding grip tape to the
conveyer

2/23/21 Installation of wheels, testing of the code. We needed to be able to
drive and shoot

February Meetings
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3/9/21  Kendall added the team summary and mission statement to the notebook along with
continuing to write team bios. Following last weekend's meet, the build team decided to break into
two groups to work on the arm and conveyor system. Autonomous code would not run the day of
the meet, so Isaac and Karl worked to determine the issue and try to fix it. 

3/10  We received new wheels and worked to install them on the robot. Issac is watching videos in
order to learn how to properly use the Github. Maddox worked to add the plexiglass to the side of
the shooter. We also lost our "favorite allen wrench" so we had to pause work to find that.

3/22 Intake functions but does not collect rings, might work if pinned against a wall but would like to
avoid that so looking for other ways to work. Planning on rebuilding parts of the arm to add more
flexion on the finger. The programming team’s goals for today are to code the arm movement. 
 Channels on the angle brinks were originally printed too wide, so we added washers to make sure it
would fit properly. Build is also  extending the bar the arm is on to provide the service with more
room and more support.

3/23 We began programming the two servos on the robot, fixed code for those servos, and built
fingers on the arm.

March Meetings



4/1 We ordered a new motor to make the shooter faster and it should arrive this
weekend. We plan on installing it on Monday. Adding a second set of wheels to
have firing from two angles. Code is preparing to pick up the wobble goals.
Codes A, B, and C work but we plan on extending C. 

4/7 Made a third visit to Cannan Elementary to help them learn to code ahead of
their AgRobotics competition.

4/8  Added new motors and new code to enhance the shooter 

4/12  Isaac is working to redo the autonomous code responsible for dropping
the wobble goal. There was an issue when we first tried it this morning so that it
was not going to the correct drop zone. After some trial and error they were able
to get it to run smoothly. James redesigned the ramp for our intake system.
Originally, the ramp was too long and the rings had trouble transitioning from
the ramp to the conveyor. 

4/13  Build team worked to install the new ramp that finished printing today.
Once it is attached, we hope to run and test it. Build also installed the shooter to
the robot after having to take it off for adjustments. 

4/15 Major repetitive adjustments to the shooter and it finally flies (see on
Twitter & IG).

April Meetings
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https://twitter.com/Wildkat_Robo_HS/status/1379916018429141002?s=20
https://twitter.com/Wildkat_Robo_HS/status/1382821332153376769?s=20


MEETS &
TOURNAMENTS



North Houston FTC Remote 

Meet #1
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3/5/2021 at Wildkat Robotiks HQ
We were unable to submit any runs
for meet #1. We faced technical and
scheduling issues.

We added an extra work day to our
schedule each week to make sure
we are ready and able to compete in
meet #2. 



North Houston FTC Remote 

Meet #2
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3/26/2021 at Wildkat Robotiks HQ
Team members Dylan, James, and
Javier worked together to record
three good runs to submit for
scoring. After some practice
driving, they noticed a stripped
hex pillow and worked to fix this. 

They were able to fix it and
continue recording. We finished
this meet in 8th place and 12th for
the overall season.

Although it was a stressful meet, we still had fun
decompressing between runs by creating music from

game and field elements - check out this clip from
Twitter and IG.

https://twitter.com/Wildkat_Robo_HS/status/1375998684324843521?s=20


North Houston FTC Remote 

Meet #3
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4/16/2021 at Wildkat Robotiks HQ

Information to come



North Houston FTC Remote 

Meet #4
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4/29/2021 - 5/5/2021 at Wildkat Robotiks HQ
Information to come 


